Spinnaker pole kit, dip pole

Assembly instructions

96/96 and 99/99

72/72 and 84/84
1. Spinnaker pole kit - dip pole, section 72/72 and 84/84.

1.1 The kit is supplied with the outboard end attached and the inboard end loose. The release line is attached to / fed through the inboard end to demonstrate how they finally should be arranged. Start by removing the inboard end fitting and any adaptor from the extrusion.

1.2 Calculate the XL dimension using the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Calculation of extrusion length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>72/72</td>
<td>( L - (90 + 155) = \text{extrusion length XL} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84/84</td>
<td>( L - (110 + 155) = \text{extrusion length XL} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.3 Mark the calculated length on the extrusion. It is easy to mark a straight and square cut if you draw along a paper folded around the extrusion, fig. 2.

1.4 Cut the extrusion with the hacksaw. Chamfer the edges with the file. Be careful not to damage the line and cord during the cutting operation.

1.5 Re-attach the releaseline to the inboard end fitting.
1.6 Refit the inboard end fitting with adaptor (if any) and carefully check that it is correctly positioned in relation to the outboard one. (fig. 1).

1.7 Fit the enclosed lift eye using the supplied rivets. A self adhesive insulating sheet is fitted under the eye base. The holes in the extrusion are pre-drilled. Remove the rivet mandrels using the 3.5mm mandrel.

1.8 Mark the location of the holes for the inboard end fitting, according to PS736.

1.9 Check that the inboard end fitting with its adapter (if any) are firmly held against the extrusion. Drill the ø 4.9mm rivet holes and fix the fitting temporarily with a rivet for each hole drilled, without "pulling" them.

1.10 Remove the fitting and adapter (if any), then clean out any metal debris.

1.11 Attach the fitting using the supplied rivets. After "pulling" the rivets, remove the mandrels from the rivet bodies using the 3.5mm mandrel. Lift the inboard end of the pole and remove the mandrels though the drain hole at the outboard end.

1.12 Stretch the release line. Position the red ball approx. 200 mm outside the fitting and lock it with a stopping knot. Bury the knot in the cavity of the ball. Cut off the spare rope and melt the end.

1.13 Slide the inboard savers into position as shown in fig. 1 and lock them by deforming the groove at the ends of the savers using a screwdriver. Note how the outboard savers are locked, see fig. 4.
2. Spinnaker pole kit - dip pole, section 96/96 and 99/99.

2.1 The kit is supplied with the outboard end attached and the inboard end loose. The release line is attached to/fed through the inboard end to demonstrate how they finally should be arranged. Start by removing the inboard end fitting and any adaptor from the extrusion.

2.2 Calculate the XL dimension using the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Calculation of extrusion length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>96/96</td>
<td>L-(215+195) = extrusion length XL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99/99</td>
<td>L-(215+195) = extrusion length XL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Mark the calculated length on the extrusion. It is easy to mark a straight and square cut if you draw along the enclosed drilling jig folded around the extrusion, fig. 2.

2.4 Cut the extrusion with the hacksaw. Chamfer the edges with the file. Be careful not to damage the line and cord during the cutting operation.

2.5 Note the way the release line and the messenger for the lift retriever retraction cord pass through the loose inboard end. Pull out the line. Remove the cut part of the extrusion.

2.6 Re-attach the line and rubber cord to the fitting.

2.7 Refit the inboard end fitting with adaptor (if any) and carefully check that it is correctly positioned in relation to the outboard one. (fig. 1). Check that the line and rubber cord have not jammed.

2.8 Fit the enclosed lift eye using the supplied rivets. A self adhesive insulating sheet is fitted under the eye base. The holes in the extrusion are pre-drilled. Remove the rivet mandrels using the 3.5mm mandrel.

2.9 Mark the location of the holes for the inboard end fitting, according to Ps736, supplied.
2.10 Check that the inboard end fitting with its adapter (if any) are firmly held against the extrusion. Drill the ø 6,5mm rivet holes and fix the fitting temporarily with a rivet for each hole drilled, without pulling them.

2.11 Remove the fitting and adapter (if any), then clean out any metal debris.

2.12 Check using the torch that the line and cord have not twisted.

2.13 Attach the fitting using the supplied rivets. After "pulling" the rivets, remove the mandrels from the rivet bodies using the 3,5mm mandrel. Lift the inboard end of the pole and remove the mandrels though the drain hole at the outboard end.

2.14 Stretch the release line. Position the red ball approx. 200 mm outside the fitting and lock it with a stopping knot. Bury the knot in the cavity of the ball. Cut off the spare rope and melt the end.

2.15 Tension the rubber cord until a slight "resistance" is noticed. Pull a further 500mm and mark where the cord exits the fitting. Lock the cord temporarily with a knot. Cut the cord at the mark and fit the ring using the knot shown in fig. 3. Cut off excessive cord and melt the end.

2.16 Slide the inboard savers into position as shown in fig. 1 and lock them by deforming the groove at the ends of the savers using a screwdriver. Note how the outboard savers are locked, see fig. 4.
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